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The SNP will
Re-industrialise Scotland.
Just over two hundred years ago
Scotland was at the forefront of
the first industrial revolution.
We now stand on the cusp of a
re-industrialisation of Scotland that
will bring jobs and wealth across
our nation.

The move to the low carbon
economy that we are currently
experiencing is of a similar scale.
Over the coming few years the SNP
will continue to work towards the
low carbon economy as we move to
embrace the challenges and
opportunities posed by the move to
a low carbon society. The global low
carbon sector is currently worth
about £3 trillion annual and this is
due to rise to £4.3 trillion by 2014.

Scotland is well placed to be at the
forefront of that. Our vast natural
resources and reputation for education
and engineering excellence has put
Scotland in pole position to be a winner in
that green revolution. A quarter of
Europe’s offshore wind and tidal energy
resource, is located in Scottish waters
along with 10% of Europe’s wave
potential. On top of that we have the
largest offshore storage capacity for CO2
in the European Union, larger than the
Netherlands, Germany and
Denmark combined.

By 2020 it is estimated we will have
130,000 jobs in the low carbon sector,
making us once again the workshop of the
world. In Scotland the sector is currently
worth about £8.8 billion, and as soon as
2015 this could rise to over £12 billion.

Around 10 GW of capacity has been
earmarked for offshore wind development
off Scotland’s shores with sites around our
shore. This level of development marks a
huge increase in renewables capacity for
Scotland, and presents massive
economic opportunities.

RECENT ANNOUNCEMENTS

We are already witnessing the impact as
we seize the opportunities provided by
the low carbon economy. The world’s
leading renewables companies are already
investing in Scotland and Scottish
companies are making ground breaking
progress. Scottish companies such as
Burntisland Fabrications, Global Energy
Group, Scottish Power and Scottish and
Southern Energy amongst many others.

They recognise our country’s potential and
it is vital that we have a government in
place that is committed to the industry.
Over the past few months we have seen a
number of exciting developments such as:

•March 2011 Scottish Government
announced consent for the world’s largest
tidal stream energy array. Scottish Power
Renewables (SPR) will build a 10MW
facility in the Sound of Islay. The £40m
project will generate enough electricity
for over 5000 homes.

•March 2011 The Korean company
Doosan Power Systems announced it
would be locating its Centre of
Excellence for Renewables at its current
site at Westway in Renfrew, creating up
to 1700 new jobs, with investments
worth up to £170 million over the next
ten years.

•March 2011 Steel Engineering, also
based at Westway, will create a least
120 new jobs, supported by £1.8
million Regional Selective Assistance -
to double its full-time workforce and
expand its business servicing a range of
clean energy sectors, including offshore
wind, wave and tidal power.

• January 2011 Gamesa announced its
intention to establish an offshore wind
technology centre in Glasgow. Dundee
could also benefit from plans to
establish a manufacturing and
maintenance base in the city. This
offshore plan could represent a further
investment of £42 million in Scotland
and the creation of 300 jobs.

• December 2010Mitsubishi Power
Systems Europe Ltd announced its
intention to invest in an engineering
facility in Edinburgh to carry out R&D
into offshore wind turbine
technology. Their presence in Scotland
is likely to create up to 200 jobs over
the next 5 years and lever up to £100
million investment into the economy.

• November 2010 the wave energy
developer Aquamarine Power opened
its new Edinburgh offices as the
company took a major step towards
commercialisation of their Oyster
technology with announcement of £11
million new investment.



Building the skills for the Future

The re-industrialisation of Scotland
represents a significant challenge as well
as presenting major opportunities. It will
require investment in training
and education.

A wide range of skills and expertise will be
required in building the low carbon
economy such as engineers (especially
civil, marine, engineering, structural and
mechanical), leadership and management,
project managers, welders, turbine
technicians and divers amongst others.
This will require apprentices and graduates
as well as those already in the workforce
who will need retraining. Inevitably, this
number of high paid jobs will increase
consumption in the Scottish economy and
generate many more jobs in retail,
building, leisure and services.

Skills Development Scotland estimates
that there will be demand for thousands
of jobs to keep up with the growing
industry. This will need a commitment to
postgraduate courses as well as
technical modules.

STEPS WE HAVE TAKEN

To meet this requirement requires
commitment and leadership. The SNP
government has proven itself in by its
record and ambition. We have set the
target of generating 100% of our own
electricity needs from renewables by
2020. Already we have exceeded our
target for 2011 and renewable generation
is estimated at 33% of our needs.

As well as setting ambitious targets, the
SNP has shown drive and imagination in
steering the industry forward. Over the
past four years we have taken the action
necessary to make sure Scotland is well
placed to make the most of the
opportunities posed by our
low carbon resources.

December 2008 - launched the £10
million Saltire Prize for marine energy, one
of the world’s largest ever innovation
prizes. It has generated 153 registrations
of interest from 31 countries.

July 2010: The Scottish Government’s
£13 million WATERS fund for Wave and
Tidal Energy: Research, Development and
Demonstration Support fund for the
development and testing of new
prototypes in Scottish waters.

September 2010: A further Scottish
Marine Leasing Round to support the
Saltire Prize announced creating new
opportunities for Saltire Prize competitors.

£70 million National Renewables
Infrastructure Plan to strengthen port
and manufacturing facilities, which will
also leverage significant private
sector investment.

March 2011: Scottish Government
published the Plan for Offshore Wind
Energy development. The Plan confirms
that developments are viable in 6 sites in
the short term with potential to generate
almost 5GW of electricity by 2020. It
has also identified 25 areas for further
exploration of offshore

wind Development potential beyond
2020 (medium term options).

March 2011 Published progressing
Scotland’s CO2 storage opportunities in
March 2011. This supports the European
significance of Scotland’s CO2
storage resource.

THE FUTURE

An SNP government is totally committed
to the re-industrialisation of Scotland. We
will create 25,000 Modern
Apprenticeships a year for the next five
years including dedicated
renewables apprentices.

We will continue to support green skills
hubs and build a network of Green
Skills Academies

We will complete the strategic
Environmental Assessment process for
offshore wind energy in Scottish
territorial waters.

We will continue to work with partners
from across Europe for the creation of a
North Sea supergrid to transport Scottish
energy to markets across Europe.

We are determined to provide strategic
support for the industry and will press for
electricity market reform in particular in
the area of transmission charging.

We will continue to fight for Scotland’s
FOSSIL FUEL LEVY, worth almost
£200 million that should be invested in
our renewable industry now.

We want to see direct control of the
Crown Estate Commission so that
Scotland’s communities can benefit from
the renewables revolution.
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